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Hope everyone out there healthy, safe and masked!

I saw this on Facebook, a do-it-yourself mask made by
Kurt Zuelsdorf of Gulfport, Florida. Should we be
decorating our masks in our free time?

We are now living a "Zoom enhanced" world! In the
past three weeks I've been to virtual birthday parties,
network meetings, a Passover seder and even a virtual
bris.

My studio is obviously quiet, but I've been enjoying my
online classes, and still continue to be excited by

everyone's creativity and flexibility! I just put kits outside the back door of my studio
building on certain days and students registered for classes pick them up. It's worked
out well!

In this newsletter you will find:

*Online class info
*Art ideas

Online Classes/Videos

Click here to view my first free online
paper mosaic class for kids, ages 5 and
up. I'm going to be coming out with a new
activity video every Friday.

Beginner Classes/Videos
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This is a piece by Solange Piffer, who is
the inspiration for the online class I am
having with experienced students!

Here are some of the flowers that I made
out of plates, bowls, cups, mugs and more
using her technique!

So far, I've had two online flower classes.
The first class was on how to make them
with a pattern (below), and the second
was how to create flowers with putty,
which is a more freestyle approach (like
the blue willow pattern one with the
yellow center at the top of the
newsletter).

I made this....

Are you interested in a beginner mosaic
class for adults and children, ages 8 and

up with an instructional video?

The video, kit (to make one coaster), and
supplies (without cutters) would be $50
and $65 with cutters. You also have the
option of renting cutters ($8, with $12

returnable deposit).

The kits would be available for pick-up at
my studio, or could be mailed for an

additional fee.

Let me know if you would be interested!

Goodies from my
Facebook Page

I post many different types of art,
woodwork, assemblage, recycled

materials, painting, sculpture, class
offerings and more- anything that I find

amazing.

15 Incredible Finalists of the
Smithsonian Magazine Photo

Contest
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out of this.....

My mother-in-law gave me this vase
when she was moving. I loved the colors
and knew it would be perfect for
something someday!

Zoom Online
Classes/Videos

Experienced students can jump into the
ongoing weekly class (Thursdays 12:00)
that has been going on. After flowers we

are going to create garden globes.

12 Famous Museums Offering Free
Tours

Click here if you want to see more!

Studio Schedule
which I can't wait to get back to!

Adult weekly

Tues 10-12:30 (experienced
students)

Thurs 10-12:30 and 7-9:30 pm
These are all mixed levels,
beginners welcome

Child Weekly

After School Mosaics, Tues 3:30-
5:00 (5 week sessions)

Thursday Mosaics, 4:15-5:30,
These are all mixed levels,
beginners welcome

I hope you are doing things you have not
had time to do in normal life; read, make
art, knit, improve you home, talk on the
phone, and more.

Again, love to those brave first
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responders out there, we appreciate you.

I miss you all so much and am looking
forward to seeing you soon, if not in
person on Zoom!

So stay home (if you can) and stay safe.

Virtual hugs, Cheryl
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